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Abstract: - Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) motors have several advantages including high efficiency and high
speed ranges and accordingly are commonly used in a broad range of industrial applications. To accommodate
the high performance requirement of the modern industry, optimization of the proportional-integral (PI) and
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller parameters are highly explored and several tuning methods have
been suggested. This work demonstrates a robust permanent magnet brushless dc motor (PMBLDCM) controller
design method where a simulated annealing algorithm is employed to tune the parameters of a PI current
controller and a PID speed controller of the motor. Three response performance parameters including overshoot,
rise time, and settling time are simultaneously optimized during the tuning process. To enhance the overall
performance of the system under wide loading conditions, a set of operating points is considered within the
objective function. The technique is compared to both Particle Swarm Optimization and Ziegler-Nichols tuning
methods and results show the superiority of the proposed approach.
Key-Words: - Simulated annealing, multiobjective optimization, PID controller, brushless dc motor, PMBLDCM.
identification is applied on BLDC motor drive system.
Genetic algorithm (GA) is used to identify the controller
parameters of the motor [18]. An evolutionary
algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
with weighting factors has also been introduced and
tested on induction motor [19]. In [20] a PSO algorithm
with constriction factor is proposed to recognize the
controller parameters of the BLDC motor where the
controllers’ parameters are tuned to attain a deed beat
maximum over index only. It should be noted that even
the most successful nature-inspired optimization
techniques, such as GA and PSO are also sensitive to
the increase of the problem complexity and
dimensionality, due to their stochastic nature [21]. In
last decade, more attention is given to bacterial foraging
optimization (BFO) which has a rich source of potential
engineering applications and computation. A few
models have been obtained to represent bacterial
foraging behaviors and applied it for solving practical
problems [22]. Among them, BFO is a populationbased numerical optimization algorithm. It solved these
engineering problems successfully. But, in complex
optimization problems the original BFO algorithm
reveals a slow convergence behavior and its
performance also heavily decreases with the growth of
the search space dimensionality [23].
This paper introduces a robust design approach for
PMBLDCM drive current and speed controllers where
a Simulated Annealing algorithm is employed to tune

1 Introduction
Brushless Direct Current (BLDC) motors are
characterized by their high power-savings, long
operating life, noiseless operation, high speed ranges,
high power-to-weight ratio and high efficiency, and
therefore, they are commonly used in a wide range of
applications including aerospace, automotive, medical,
automation and instrumentation equipment [1-9]. The
proportional-integral (PI) and proportional-integralderivative (PID) controllers are intensely studied in
various research papers. These controllers start their
attractiveness since the classic Ziegler-Nichols method
[10] was presented.
There are a variety of tuning approaches proposed to
adapt the exceptional requirement of contemporary
industry optimization to the PID parameters such as,
gain and phase margin method [11], the internal model
control (IMC) based PID tuning method [12, 13] and
decay ratio method [14]. Moreover, with the
recognition of the interior point technique many PID
design approaches using Linear Matrix Inequality
(LMI) were recommended for the continuous-time
systems [15, 16]. Furthermore, PID parameters finetuning with state –feedback linear quadratic regulator
(LQR) is given in [17].
Evolutionary computations with stochastic search
techniques are more capable approach to solve the
controller parameters estimation problem. The
evolutionary computation for controller parameters
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the parameters of PID/PI controllers. The maximum
overshoot, rise time and settling time are all
simultaneously minimized within the tuning process.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated and compared with
both the Particle Swarm optimization and ZieglerNichols tuning technique.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the overall block diagram of PMBLDCM
drive system. Section 3 presents the PI/PID controllers
optimization with minimal overshoot, rise time, and
settling using SI technique. The results of the proposed
approach are presented in Section 4. Section 5 provides
some conclusion remarks on the proposed approach for
controlling PMBLDCM drive system.

3 Simulated Annealing
Simulated Annealing (SA) is an effective optimization
technique introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. [25] as a
computational analogous to the annealing process
which is the heating and controlled cooling of a metal
to increase the size of its crystals and reduce their
defects. The function to be optimized in SA is called the
energy, E(x), of the state x, and during that, a parameter
T, the computational temperature, is lowered
throughout the process. SA is an iterative trajectory
descent algorithm that keeps a single candidate solution
at any time [26, 27].
The major advantage of SA is its ability to avoid
being trapped in local optima. This is because the
algorithm applies a random search which does not only
accept changes that improve the objective function, but
also some changes that temporarily worsen it [28, 29].
Geman and Geman [30] presented evidence that
simulated annealing guarantees to converge to the
global optimum if the cooling schedule is adequately
slow. On the other hand, [31, 32] reported through
experience that SA shows a very effective optimization
performance even with relatively rapid cooling
schedules [33]. SA is commonly found in industry and
provides good results [26, 27]. SA have been examined
and showed a well performance in a variety of singleobjective and multiobjective optimization applications
as reported by several researchers. Some of these
applications are wireless telecommunications networks
[27, 32, 34], nurse scheduling problems [35], highdimensional and complex nanophotonic engineering
problems [36], pattern detection in seismograms [37],
gene network model optimization [38], and multiple
biological sequence alignment [39- 41].

2 PMBLDCM DRIVE SYSTEM
The mathematical model of PMBLDCM drive is given
in [20, 24]. The overall block diagram of the drive
system is given in Fig. 1 where
Rs : stator resistance per phase.
Ls : stator inductance per phase.
e : stator voltage per phase.
m : rotor speed.
vs : stator voltage.
is : staor current.
Te : electromagnetic torque.
TL : load torque.
KT : load torque constant.
Kb : flux constant (volt/rad/sec).
B : motor friction.
J : moment of inertia of PMBLDCM.

Fig. 1 Overall block diagram of proposed control for PMBLDCM drives system.
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Start

Set initial state S0 by randomly assigning initial values for
Kp(S0) Ki (S0) and Kd(S0)
Select initial temperature = T0
Select temperature decay = α
Set iteration k = 0

Find the fitness functions:
f1(S0) = overshoot OS(S0),
f2(S0) = rise time RT(S0),
f3(S0) = settling time ST(S0)
Decrease
Temperature: T = α T0
Make a transition Tr:
Generate a neighborhood state by randomly
increasing or decreasing K p, Ki and Kd
S = Tr(S0)

No

Increase iteration k = k+1

Update fitness functions:
f1(S)= overshoot OS(S),
f2(S = rise time RT(S),
f3(S= settling time ST(S)
Calculate the error:
Δf1 = f1(S) - f1(S0),
Δf2 = f2(S) – f2(S0)
Δf3 = f3 (S) – f3(S0)

No

(Δf1 < 0 AND (Δf2 0 AND Δf3 0))
OR (Δf2 < 0 AND (Δf1 0 AND Δf3 0))
OR (Δf3 < 0 AND (Δf1 0 AND Δf2 0))

No

Generate a random number r ϵ R(0,1)

Yes

Accept Transition

Yes

r < e(-Δ f/T0)

Stopping criteria is met:
(Δf1 <Δf1min AND Δf2 <Δf2min AND Δf3<Δf3min)
OR
K>Kmax

Yes

Return Kp(S), Ki (S) and Kd(S) as the optimal PID parameter values
Return f1(S), f2(S) and f3(S) as the optimal overshoot, rise time, and settling time, respectively

Stop

Fig. 2 Simulated Annealing for PI/PID Controller Optimization.
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Fig. 3 The current control loop of PMBLDCM drive system.
We employed the Simulated Annealing (SA)
technique to optimize PI and PID controller parameters.
This is a multiobjective optimization problem where
three parameters of controller step response are
simultaneously minimized. During the optimization
process, SA will accept a transition from state S1 to
another state S2 if S2 dominates S1, that is if S2 is not
worse for all objectives than S1 and entirely better for at
least one objective. In other words, SA will accept a
transition that leads to a decrease in all objectives
(overshoot, rise time and settling time) or a decrease in
one of the objectives if other objectives are not changed.
SA will also accept a transition from state S1 to S2 if S2
does not dominate S1 with a probability of e-Δf/T, where
Δf = f(S2) - f(S), and T is the temperature parameter
which is being reduced over time during the
optimization process in order to decrease the possibility
of accepting such transitions. The proposed
optimization algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2.

4.2 Current Controller Optimization

4.1 Current Control of PMBLDCM

4.3 Speed Control of PMBLDCM

The block diagram of the current control loop of
PMBLDCM drive system is given in Fig. 3. The PM
BLDCM contains an inner loop due to the back emf.
The current loop will cross this back emf loop, creating
a complexity in the development of the model. The
interactions of these loops can be decoupled by suitable
redrawing the block diagram. The open loop transfer
function of the current control loop is:

The block diagram of the speed control loop of
PMBLDCM drive system is given in Fig. 5. The
PMBLDCM contains three inner loops creating a
complexity in the development of the model. Mason’s
rule is applied to reduce the block diagram as shown in
Fig. 6.

Gcurrent _ open loop 

k p K r K c (1  Ti s)
Ti s (1  Tr s) ( Ra  La s) (1  Tc s)

The PI current controller transfer function is

Gc ( s ) 

Ti s

(2)

Our objective is to find the optimal PI parameters
that stabilizes the system with minimal overshoot, rise
time, and settling time response over the operating
range. The parameters kp and Ti of the PI controller are
randomly initialized and then SA is applied to optimize
kp and Ti to achieve minimal overshoot, rise time, and
settling time. Fig. 4 shows the values of these fitness
functions during SA iterations.
The optimal kp achieved by SA is 0.932 and the
optimal Ti is 0.001765. The resulting PI controller is
GPI ( s ) 

Gsys 

 m ( s)
I * s ( s)



0.001645 s  0.932
0.001765 s

(3)

P
1  ( L1  L2  L3 )  L1 L2

(4)


where the forward path, loop gins are respectively given
as

where,
Kr: Gain of the inverter.
Tr: Time constant of the inverter.
Kc: Gain of the current transducer.
Tc: Time constant of the current transducer.
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(A) Maximum overshoot vs. iterations.
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(B) Rise time vs. iterations.
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(C) Settling time vs. iterations.
Fig. 4 Maximum overshoot, rise time and settling time for the PI current controller during the
optimization process.
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of the speed control loop for PMBLDCM.

Fig. 6 Reduced block diagram of the speed control loop for PMBLDCM.

L1  

4.4 Speed Controller Optimization

k p K r K c (1  Ti s)

L2  

L3  

The PID speed controller transfer function is

(6)

Ti s (1  Tr s) ( Ra  La s) (1  Tc s)
KT
( B  J s)

Gs ( s)  k p

(7)
2
b

K
( R a  La s ) ( B  J s )

Ti Td s 2  Ti s  1
Ti s

The parameters k p , Ti and TD
of the PID
PID
PID
PID
controller are randomly initialized. SA is applied to
optimize k p , Ti and TD
to achieve minimal

(8)

PID

PID

PID

overshoot, rise time, and settling time. Figure 6 shows
the values of the fitness functions during the
optimization iterations.
The parameters k p , Ti and TD
of the PID

The open loop transfer function of the speed control
loop is:

PID

k pPID P K w (TiPID TDPID s  TiPID s  1)
TiPID s (1  ( L1  L2  L3 )  L1 L2 ) (1  Tw s)

(9)

PID

PID

PID

PID

GPID ( s )  14.6265

E-ISSN: 2415-1521

PID

PID

overshoot, rise time, and settling time. Fig. 7 shows the
values of the fitness functions during the optimization
iterations.
The optimal kp achieved by SA is 14.6265, the
optimal Ti is 0.0448, and the optimal Td is
0.0000102553. The resulting PID controller is

where,
Kw: Gain of speed transducer.
Tw: Time constant of speed transducer.
k p , Ti , TD : Parameters of the PID controller.
PID

PID

controller are randomly initialized. SA is applied to
optimize k p , Ti and TD
to achieve minimal

2

Gspeed _ openloop 

(10)
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(A) Maximum overshoot vs. iterations.
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(B) Rise time vs. iterations.
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(C) Settling time vs. iterations.
Fig. 7 Maximum overshoot, rise time and settling time for the PID speed controller during the
optimization process.
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6 Results

GPI _ PSO ( s ) 

The PI current controller and PID speed controllers are
designed with minimal overshoot, rise time and settling
time using SA optimization technique. In Fig. 8, the PI
controller designed is tested at three loading conditions;
heavy, nominal, and light. These are represented
respectively as 150%, 100% and 50% of armature
resistance Ra. It is shown that, in the worst case, the
maximum overshoot is 7.8% (at Ra=50% of the rated
value).
To evaluate the SA PI controller, we compare it with
both PSO and ZN controllers. The PI current controller
of the PMBLDCM drive system using Ziegler-Nichols
PI tuning technique was designed on the rated armature
resistance (Ra) and then tested on 50% and 150% of Ra.
The transfer function of PI speed controller designed by
Ziegler-Nichols [11] is given by
GPI _ ZN 

0.003623 s  6.67
5.44 x10  4 s

0.01063 s  1.9816
0.0054 s

where Kp = 1.9816 , Ti = 0.0054 , Ki = 24.04x106.
A comparison of the proposed PI current controller
with PSO and ZN controllers response at Ra = 50%,
75%, 100%, and150% of its rated value are given in Fig.
9. Fig. 9 clearly illustrates the outperformance of the
proposed PI current controller over both PSO and ZN
controllers. This indicated that the motor can run with
the proposed PI in safe and secure fashion than the other
two PI technique during transient operations. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed PID speed
controller, its performance is tested at different
armature resistance values and different moment of
inertia J values and then compared with PSO and ZN
PID controllers. In Fig. 10, the PID speed controller is
tested at three armature resistance Ra values; 50%,
100%, 150% of its rated value. Fig. 9 shows that the PID
controller response is not affected by varying the
armature resistance. In Fig. 11, the PID speed controller
is tested at three moment of inertia J values; 50%,
100%, 150% of its rated value.

(12)

where Kp = 6.67 , Ti = 5.44x10-4 , Ki = 12261.
The transfer function of the PSO PI current
controller designed by [20] is given by

Fig. 8 PI current controller step response at Ra = 50%, 75%, 100%, and150% of its rated value.
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(A) Step response at Ra=100%.

(B) Step response at Ra=150%.

(C) Step response at Ra=75%.
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(D) Step response at Ra=50%.
Fig. 9 PI current controllers step response at Ra = (A) 100%, (B) 150%, (C) 75%, and (D) 50% of its
rated value.

Fig. 10 Proposed PID speed controller step response at Ra = 50%, 100%, 150% of its rated value.

We compare our SA PID controller, with both PSO
and ZN controllers. The transfer function of PID speed
controller designed by Ziegler-Nichols is given by [20]
GPID _ ZN ( s)  208.8

(5.0625 x108 s 2  4.5 x104 s  1)
4.5 x10 4 s

GPID _ PSO ( s)  4.623

(14)

(15)

Fig. 12 illustrates the step responses of three PID
speed controllers at the rated values of Ra and J. This
clearly shows the superiority the proposed SI PID
controller over the other two PID controllers in running
the motor with a speed response having 0% overshoot
and minimal rise time and settling time.
The three PID controllers are compared at 50% and
150% of the rated armature resistance. Fig. 13 illustrate
the step responses of the three controllers at 50% of Ra

where Kp = 208.8, Ti = 4.5x10- , Ki = 464000, Td =
1.125x10-4, Kd =0.02349.
The transfer function of the PSO PID speed
controller designed by Bayoumi and Soliman [20] is
given by
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PMBLDC motor drive system. The controller’s
parameters are optimized to simultaneously minimize
three response parameters indices; maximumovershoot, rise time and settling time for each
controller. The tuning process is performed using the
Simulated Annealing optimization technique. The
proposed approach was tested over PMBLDC motor
parameters variations and the results show that the
proposed approach outperforms Particle Swarm
Optimization and Ziegler-Nichols tuning methods.

while Fig. 14 illustrate the step responses of the three
controllers at 150% of Ra.
The three PID controllers are then evaluated at 50%
and 150% of the rated moment of inertia J. Fig. 15
illustrate the step responses of the three controllers at
50% of J while Fig. 16 illustrate the step responses of
the three controllers at 150% of J.

3 Conclusion
This work proposes a simple yet effective approach for
PI current controller and PID speed controller for a

Fig. 11 Proposed PID speed controller step response at J = 50%, 100%, 150% of its rated value.

(A) Step response of the three PID speed controllers.
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(B) Step response of SI and PSO speed controllers.
Fig. 12 PID speed controllers step response at Ra=100% and J =100%.

(A) Step response of the three PID speed controllers.
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(B) Step response of SI and PSO speed controllers.
Fig. 13 PID speed controllers step response at Ra=150% and J =100%.

Fig. 14 Step response of the three PID speed controllers step response at Ra=150% and J =100%.
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(A) Step response of the three PID speed controllers.

(B) Step response of SI and PSO speed controllers.
Fig. 15 PID speed controllers step response at Ra=100% and J =50%.
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(A) Step response of the three PID speed controllers.

(B) Step response of SI and PSO speed controllers.
Fig. 16 PID speed controllers step response at Ra=100% and J =150%.
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